
I AM HALO
www.iamhalo.space       

  I AM HALO is an audio and visual space oddesy performance led by Seattle’s 

future tech avatar performer Ilen Halogram, and experience designer Audrey 

Lane. Consisting of Livetronica, live vocal and instrumental manipulation, live 

feed projection mapping, dance choreography, and virtual world interactions 

tied together with technology into an interactive theatrical storyline.

RECENT APPEARANCES:
                                    
ICELAND AIRWAVES 2017
Global eclipse 2017
SEATTLE FASHION WEEk 2017
Lucidity 2017, 2018 
LiB 2018

articles:

duo to rock theater
I AM HALO EXTRAVAGANZA

http://www.bainbridgereview.com/life/bainbridge-based-duo-to-rock-olympia-theater/
http://www.bainbridgereview.com/life/silks-i-am-halo-extravaganza/
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Team Players 
   

Ilen Halogram
Vocalist, lyricist, music producer, performer, violinist

Seth Riggs vocal trained

Ellen Mcclain vocal/avatar acting training (PORTAL)

Off-broadway acting, NYC

Improvisational lyricist and vocal looping / glitch wizard

Trained in modern, hip-hop, and traditional African dance

Audrey Lane
Interaction & entertainment design, visual media produc-

tion, 

led pixel mapping/projection mapping, live feed vid stream

Working for Alluxe / EC for visual content production

Associates of Allan Lavell for technical mentorship

Producing VR with The Allen Brain Science Institute

Mackevision VFX XR pipeline production  

“Behind the scenes” tour videography

Blair Lyons 
Biochemist

Molecular biology simulation animator/programmer

Lead dev at The Allen Brain Science Institute, Seattle

Associates of Bjork’s app dev for Biofelia

Cell explorer app

https://store.steampowered.com/app/467480/C_O_S_M/
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I AM HALO VR/ Mixed Reality performanceis an audio-visual space oddessy 

performance developed by vocalist performer Ilen Halogram, and experience 

designer Audrey Lane.  Their combined love of science and backgrounds 

in education propelled them to develop a creative universe dedicated to 

exploring ideas within the realms of theoretical physics, cosmology, applied 

sciences, and solar to molecular exploration. Within this creative universe, 

characters from colorful dimensions “appear” in their 5th-dimensional state 

to share their message with the humans of the 3rd dimension. Using song, 

dance, archetypes, animations, projections, and special effects, they invite 

their audience to entertain ideas such as string theory, quantum physics, 

human consciousness, and more.

A virtual performance world mirrors the live performance, and audience members can 

walk between worlds. Explore a realm where you are invited to step into synesthesia, 

the sounds of color, the beta tones of our protonic vibrations. Hear the sounds and 

songs of the new technological horizon. Move with light, interact with your avatar, 

and become one with your halo. Come, celebrate. We are I AM HALO.

VR LINKS:

World walkthrough
World gameplay, painting play
360 blast through

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=i+am+halo+VR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lusAHcMayLc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lusAHcMayLc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGkNR4n87-A&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGkNR4n87-A&feature=share

